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On August 16,1998, at 1900, a shut down of Unit I was commenced to repair primary to secondary leakage in
Steam Generator (SG) 1B indicated by a spike (a sudden increase followed by a gradual decrease) in the SG IB leak
rate to approximately 95 gpd. Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.7.4 limits were not exceeded, but a conservative
decision to shut down was made by management. There has been no verifiable leakage in either SG 1 A or IC. This
LER is being voluntarily submitted to report this event.

.,

On August 22,1998, one previously sleeved tube was identified to be leaking by visual inspection. During detailed
eddy current inspection this leaking tube was found to have two large freespan Outer Diameter Stress Corrosion
Cracking (ODSCC) axial indications. The first indication was located just above the top of a tubesheet sleeve
installed in 1992, and the second indication was located about 8 inches above the top of the sleeve. It was determined
that the first indication was not previously identified because Cecco and bobbin inspection detection thresholds were
inadequate for indications near the top of the sleeve. This is due to sleeve and bobbin probe geometry. The second
indication is classified as a missed indication based on NDE procedures in place for the 1997 outage. A resiew of
the 1997 Unit 1 14''' refueling outage (IR14) bobbin inspection data identified a small (0.96 volt) bobbin indication at
about 8 inches above the sleeve that was missed by both the primary and the secondary analysts.

An inspection meeting the EPRI NDE guidelines (Rev. 5) of the tubes in SG IB was conducted, concentrating on
areas having the highest probability of similar indications. Based on this inspection, thirteen tubes (in a idition to the
leaking tube) were plugged due to normal wear. Inspection and repair work were completed on August 28,1998, and -

preparations for return to service were commenced.
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Plant and System Identification

| . Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor

i Energy Industry identification System codes are identified in the text as [XX].
|

Description of Event

| Following startup of Unit 1 in June of 1997, the steam generator (SG) [AB] IB experienced primary to secondary

|- leakage of approximately 1 to 2 gpd. In January 1998, this leakage rate slowly increased to approximately 2 to 3
| gpd, and by July 1998, it was running approximately 4 to 5 gpd. In mid-July, the leak rate began a spiking
; behavior. The first four spikes were approximately 7, 8,12, and 30 gpd and were followed by decreasing trends
L back to approximately 5 gpd. He spikes were anywhere from 3 to 10 aays apart. In early August, a spike
! occurred up to 60 gpd followed by a slowly decreasing trend. Five days later with the leak rate still
j- approximately 40 gpd, another spike occurred up to approximately 75 gpd. Following this spike, there was again
; a decreasing trend; however, two days later on August 14, the leak rate spiked to approximately 95 gpd. As with

| the other spikes the leakage began to slowly decrease. A decision was made after this spike to shut down Unit I
! to find the leak. This decision was made con though the Technical Specification limit of 140 gpd operational

leakage had not been exceeded. Dusing the current operating cycle there has been no verifiable leakage noted in
either SG 1 A or IC.

|

On August 16,1998, at 1900, a shut down of Unit I was commenced to repair primary to secondary leakage in
SGIB.

On August 22,1998, at approximately 0120, steam generator inspection crews visually identified a leak in the 1B
steam generator of approximately 110 drops per minute in tube R25C51. This tube was found to have two large
freespan ODSCC axial indications with the first indication located just above the top of a tubesheet sleeve
installed in 1992 and with the second indication abaut 8 inches above the top of this sleeve. Based on + Point
sizing of the indications, both indications appear to have throughwall segments with lengths of about 0.94 inches

and 1.22 inches (without reductions for coil lead-in and lead-out effects). It was determined that the first;

indication w~as not previously identified because the Cecco and bobbin inspection thresholds were inadequate for
indications near the top of the sleeve. This is due to: 1) signal responses from the end of the sleeve masking

,

j potential flaw indications using the bobbin and Cecco probes; and 2) the bobbin probe geometry when used from
the cold leg leaves a gap in detection of approximately 1 inch above the top of the sleeve. A review of 1992 eddy
current (EC) data of this area of the tube prior to sleeve installation showed a very small indication present that

; based on 1992 EC techniques and technology was not determined to be an indication and, therefore, was not

.

recorded. Based on FNP's current inspection program this indication ivould be called a non-quantifiable
indication and would have been + Point inspected for confirmation.
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| De second indication is classified as a missed indication based on NDE procedures in place for the 1997 outage.
A review of the 19971R14 bobbin inspection data identified a small (0.96 volt) bobbin indication at
approximately 8 inches above the sleeve that was missed by both the primary and the secondary analyst.

An inspection plan was developed following the EPRI NDE guidelines (Rev. 5). Critical areas for potential large
or high growth rate indications, including a buffer zone to bound the critical area, were defined. Two critical
areas were defined based on the nature of the indications found. The first critical area m address the indication

. found just above the top of the sleeve, was defined as all tubes with sleeves in . . poor to 1997 in the IB SG
with a buffer zone expanded to 20% of the sleeved tubes installed in 1997. This area was inspected using a +
Point probe. The basis for considering all tubes installed prior to 1997 was that for sleeves installed in 1997 a
more through bobbin inspection program was implemented prior to installing these sleeves, and therefore, the
likelihood of an indication being present in this area of the sleeve which would have grown unnoticed was greatly
reduced.

The second critical area to address the missed indication 8 inches above the top of the sleeve was based on a
review of 1997 EC data for the IB SG. The analysts combination that had missed the indication inspected
approximately 200 tubes in the 1B SG and no tubes in 1 A or IC SG's. Based on this, a 100% review of the 1B
SG 1997 EC data of the area between the top of tube sheet to the second support plate was performed. In i

. addition, as a buffer zone and to help assess potential high growth rate indications, a 20% bobbin inspection of
this area was performed in the IB SG. |

1

I

The buffer zones were defined to be a 20% inspection including randomly selected tubes, tubes sleeved during ,

iR14 outage, and tubes selected to be biased toward a potential for indications > 2 volts. The biased tube I
selection included tubes with sleeves installed in IR14, bobbin indications found in 1R14 but not confirmed by +
Point inspection, tubes with the same heat as R25C51, sleeved tubes, and the neighboring tubes to R25C51. The
inspection would have been expanded if freespan ODSCC growth rates larger than expected, based on prior
operating history, were found by + Point inspection. This basis for expansion was a 2 volt + Point indication.
Since there was no verifiable operational leakage in SG's l A and IC, and the operating period to complete Cycle
15 operation is less than eight weeks, it was not necessary to inspect these SG's unless required by the expansion
criteria defined for SG IB indications detected during the inspection.

l

No indications' meeting the expansion criteria were found during the SG 1B inspection, and therefore, it was not
necessary to further expand the inspection. A tota' o 27 + Point indications in 13 additional tubes were identified
during the inspection, and these tubes were plugpi. The largest freespan ODSCC indication found was a 0.85
volt + Point indication. The large..;dge pile ODSCC indication found during the inspection was an indication
of 1.25 volts + Point. These resu.ts indicated no unusually large growth rates occurring. In addition, no
indications were found in the zone ofinadequate detection threshold in sleeved tubes in the inspection plan, which
tends to indicate that the large indications found in tube R25C51 are likely to be independent of the presence of
the sleeve.
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in the above inspections, very strict criteria were applied that would result in expansion to 100% of the tubes in
SG IB as well as to the other two SG's. None of the tubes inspected met the criteria for expansion.

The defective tube was plugged, and although no tubes met the criteria for expansion,13 additional tubes were
plugged based on conservative guidelines established for these SG's during previous refueling inspections. De
secondary side of the SG was pressurized to 200 psig, while the primary side of the tubesheet was monitored for
any additional leakage. No leakage was noted.

Operational Assessment

The results of the unplanned outage show small growth rates for the inspected tubes and continuation of Cycle 15
:

operation would not challenge structural and leakage integrity for these tubes. The operational assessment is I

therefore focused on the tubes not inspected during the unplanned outage inspection. This assessment is based on
< 8 weeks of operation to complete Cycle 15,

1

Acceptable SG tube structural and leakage integrity can be expected at the completion of the remainder of Cycle . I

15 operation. This conclusion is based upon.

The low likelihood of a large missed indication in the IR14 inspection based upon the results of the 1R14*

SG IB bobbin data review and the inspection results showing only small indications for the inspected
tubes;

Expected large differences in growth between the largest and next largest indications lead to a delay timee

for any potentially large growth to occur on a second tube; and

The likelihood of a large growth in < 8 weeks from the no leakage condition prior to the shutdown to an |.

indication as large as found in R25C51 is negligibly small. |

For additional defense in depth, the operational leak rate limit requiring plant shutdown has been administratively
reduced from the Technical Specification limit of 140 gpd to 75 gpd until completion of Cycle 15. Since leak
before burst has been demonstrated by tube R25C51 leakage, the lower operational limit would provide for plant
shutdown prior to an indication growth challenging burst or excessive leak rates under a postulated steam line

break (SLB) condition.

The analysts who missed the indication during the 1997 outage performed their reviews independently. A review
of 100% of the eddy current bobbin data, from the hot leg top of tubesheet to the second support plate in SG IB
was conducted to detennine if other indications had been overlooked. None were found. These two analysts did
not pair as primary and secondary on any tubes in either SG 1 A or IC.

.
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fause of Event

He defects were due to ODSCC in two locations on the same tube. These indications were missed in previous j

refueling outage inspections anu grew until primary to secondary leakage occurred. '

The freespan indication was missed due to cognitive personnel error. The freespan indication was not designated
as a defect by either the primary or secondary analyst during iR14.

l
The defect at the top of the sleeve was not found during previous inspections due to a procedural inadequacy that '

resulted in an inadequate detection threshold. This is due to: 1) signal responses from the end of the sleeve
masking potential flaw indications using the bobbin and Cecco probe; and 2) the bobbin probe geometry when
used from the cold leg leaves a gap in detection of approximately 1 inch above the top of the sleeve. A review
1992 eddy current (EC) data of this area of the tube prior to sleeve installation showed a very small indication
present that based on 1992 EC techniques and technology was not determined to be a recordable indication. i

Based on FNP's current inspection program this indication would be called a non-quantifiable indication and
would have been + Point inspected for confmnation.

|
|

Safety Assessment

A condition monitoring assessment was performed to assess the indications found during the unplanned outage,
including the leaking tube R25C51, for leakage and stmetural integrity.

The SLB leak rate for R25C51 was developed from an in situ leak rate test. This test included measurements up
to 2300 psi (1.9 gpm leak rate) at which the pump capacity did not permit further increases in primary side
pressure. The leak rate data was adjusted to reference normal operation and SLB conditions using the EPRI leak
rate adjustment procedures. He resulting leak rates were 0.23 gpm at normal operating conditions and 2.5 gpm
at SLB conditions. For an assessment of total accident condition leakage for comparison with allowable limits,
the potential leakage for ODSCC at tube support plate (TSP) intersections must be added to the freespan
OSDCC leak rate of 2.5 gpm for R25C51. Based on the currently approved soltage dependent leak rate
correlation for ODSCC at TSP intersections, the end-of-cycle-15 leak rate is estimated at about 3.8 gpm (15.7
gpm assuming no leak rate correlation). The combined SLB leak rate of about 6.3 gpm (18.2 gpm assuming no
leak rate correlation) is much less than the Farley licensed allowable accident condition leak rate of 23.8 gpm. It
is therefore concluded that the accident induced leakage performance criterion of not exceeding allowable
radiological dose consequences is satisfied for the condition monitoring assessment.
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Structural imegrity for R25C51 could not be determined from in situ testing due to the 2300 psi maximum
pressure achieved in the tests. Therefore, the burst capability for this tube was estimated by + Point analyses for
the length versus depth profile for the two large indications and calculating the burst pressure capability of the
indications. The estimated burst pressu c of the upper (second) indication is 2840 psi at operating temperatures,
and the corresponding value for the im er (first) indication is 2800 psi. Sensitivity analyses for NDE uncertainty
considerations indicate that the burst pressures would exceed the SLB pressure differential of 2560 psi but would
not likely achieve a 3APuo burst capability of 4370 psi. All other SG IB indications found in this outage would
have burst pressures exceeding 4370 psi.

Overall, it is concluded that the condition monitoring performance requirements for leakage integrity were
satisfied at the end of the prior operating period. Margins against burst at normal operating and SLB conditions
have been demonstrated.

Corrective Action

1. For additional defense in depth, the operational leak rate limit requiring plant shutdown has been
administratively reduced from the Technical Specification limit of 140 gpd to 75 gpd until completion of
Cycle 15.

2. A + Point inspection of the ends (excluding lower full length tubesheet sleeve ends) of sleeved tubes will be
performed during future outages on both units as appropriate.

3. The analyst feedback program as described in EPRI NDE guidelines (Rev. 5) was initiated during the Unit 2
12* refueling to improve analyst performance.

4. Eddy current analyst training will be revised to address this event prior to the next outage.

Additional Information

No other LERs were noted in the last 10 years where either unit was shut down due to SG tube leakage.

|
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